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5 of 6 review helpful Invoking the Elves By Raynebow Ocean This book is wonderful because of the interaction Mrs 
Kelly has with the resident Elves she encounters on her farmland It is very inreresting to learn how these beings along 
with a several others she encounters while trying to grow her crop think feel and see as opposed to the average 
American There is a lot to be learned from these creatures residing on the Eth This incredible true story revolves 
around Penny Kelly owner of Lily Hill Farm and the deal she makes with a group of elves to produce one hundred 
tons of grapes from a mere thirteen acres of vineyards The elves encouragement to find the nature of balance rather 
than the balance in nature becomes the force behind a re alignment of intention energy and physical action The 
experience uncovers a gripping truth for us in today s world About the Author In early 1987 Penny Kelly and her 
husband Jim purchased fifty seven acres of land complete with a 100 year old house a dilapidated barn and two small 
vineyards At the time they knew nothing about raising grapes Since then they have r 
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